LEG 2 KUSADASI to ATHENS
DAY 12 KUSADASI TO SAMOS APRIL 20 2013

Plan A was to putter off early but we got off to a slow start at about nine. We navigated around the
outlying reefs off Kusadasi sailed into a westerly for a while and then motor to Samos Strait.
Whoopee! the wind filled and soon 8.2 in a gusting North wind. By the time we approached Samos
Marina it was gusting to 28k making docking a little interesting. Mariner greeted us, jumped his
motor bike and met us at the dock with a big smile and a lazyline. How nice to be snug and safe in a
howling wind at the beginning of leg 2, from Kusadasi to Athens.

Wild ride down the Samos
Straight to a beautiful harbor.

Samos Marina a wild ride as we
approached the wind built to 26 k
plus.

Spring rains have been good for
the flowers.

Samos Island: Spring flowers
and the azure sea.

Delicate shades of Samos sage.

The rocky road to Pithagoria

New ARC required safety gear
ready for Manca.

Pythagorean fish boat. Ya just
had to know how to angle.

Monument to Pythagoras and 26k
flag.

Samos Straight - one last look at
Turkey.

Fun to ramble around the sites of Samos at the end of Day 12. After a wild start we may take a rest
day tomorrow. Wind is still howling. Nite all.

LEG 2 CONT’D: SAMOS TO PATMOS DAYS 13-17
DAY 13 SAMOS Spent recovering from the three hour paperwork saga with police, waiting for The Big
Boss, The Customs Official waiting for the Police, the Harbor Master waiting for The Big Boss, The
Customs Officer and our paper work. Oh what fun! But we did end up with our Transit Log and our
stamp into the sprawling eastern fringes of the EU.
The highlights (apart from hanging out on the beautiful island of Pythagoras’ birth) included the walk
to the restored castle, the beaches and through the spring flowers.
Later in the day a beautiful walk to the restored Samos Castle.

Spring is a beautiful time of the
year to visit the normally dry
and often barren Greek Islands.

View west over Samos
Mountains towards Ikaria and
Athens; about 160NM across the
Aegean Sea.

The strong North wind across the bay created a refreshing walk.

A friendly local girl claimed that
these were ruins of a summer
place for Anthony and
Cleopatra.

Inside the castle; a painting of
the Battle of Samos. The
islanders defeating the Turks in
1824

Samos fishermen set their nets
below the ancient castle ruins.

Castle ruins and flowers

Bleu Eastern Aegean and spring flowers

Samos offers serene solitude. The
beaches are not busy in the spring.

Phythagoras Born 580 BC

Day 14 Leaving Samos for
Agathonisi with North wind
behind; beautiful down
windsailing.

SAMOS TO AGATHONISI
The winter rains have been good
for Agathonisi.

We shared the very small dock with
one fish boat and later one Swiss
yacht.

The small harbor offered good
protection from the north wind.

We enjoyed a brisk walk to the small Chapel overlooking the small harbor.

Roadside chapels.

Miran was able to buy local
fresh cheese from this friendly
local cheese maker.

Simple tools produced excellent fresh cheese!

Agathonisi looking south west

AGATHONISI TO ARKI DAY 15

Again the wind blew from the north so we have another fine downwind sail. Soon we must
head west so we don’t get caught face in NW winds as we approach Athens.

THE TINY ARKI DOCK WAS EMPTY
WHEN WE ARRIVED.LATER IT FILLED IN
THE EVENING WITH FISH BOATS FROM
LEROS.MIRAN WATCHING THE DOCK
FOR CATS!

The highlights included a walk up the rocky track to a small monastery and a great feed of fresh
“mackerel” fish in the Nicholas Taverna. We shared the tavern with a half dozen of friendly local
fishermen. No tourists. Just us!

Arki view and chapel

Arki flowers

Votive offerings in the chapel

Ther rocky track to the chapel

Local fish boat (kaiki) in Arki

Arki beautiful view towards Patmos

Manca and one fishing boat at Arki
dock

Beam reach from Agathonisi to Arki.
North wind still has some chill.

ARKI TO PATMOS
The sail to Patmos was easy. Wind again from the north gave us a downwind broad reach.
We enjoy comfortable sunny, sail. Soon the massive St John’s Monastery comes into view. It
dominates the island skyline. The story is that the massive protective walls were built for
protection against pirates. Today the wealthy monks drive the island in very new Mercedes
Benz. They still control much of the island wealth and land. We arrived before noon and
were able to tie alongside the almost empty town pier. With Manca’s bow facing into the
north wind we were very safe and comfortable.

Sailing into Patmos harbor. The
monastery comes into view well off
shore.

Sailing under the walls of St John's
Monastery

The Monks built massive defenses
against the pirates.

Patmos cat collection

Look at me! Patmos gymnastic cats.

DAY 18 The plan is to be up in the moonlight and sail 72nm to Naxos if the wind and waves allow!
PATMOS TO NAXOS DAY 18
The day started early! Up at 0400 we depart at 0430. We had a magical sail in the moonlight under
the shadow of the Patmos Monastery. As we rounded the south end of Patmos the sun came up at
0625 just before the moon dipped below the western horizon at 0638. This is a great start to the 72
mile sail west.
MOON SETTING OVER MANCA

SUNRISE ON MANCA'S SAIL

Late in the morning the wind fills from the north. Manca is making good speed at 7.4 with just full
genoa genoa. At 1330 we round the north end of Naxos. By 1530 we are snug in the rustic informal
Naxos marina alongside two yachts from Australia one from UK and France. A very helpful and
friendly dock master, plus the modest dock fee of 17euros, entice us to stay a second night. From the
harbor there are beautiful sunsets.

GREEN TERRACES OF NAXOS

MASSIVE MARBLE QUARRY OF NAXOS

THE PORTARA STILL MARKS THE
ENTRANCE TO NAXOS HARBOR

Sunset at Naxos

The night’s sleep is a little interrupted by live music and the occasional explosion! The celebrations of
Greek basket ball team defeating the Turks went on until 0510!
Perhaps the highlight at Naxos for me was a wonderful meal upstairs looking out to the west;
dreaming of St Lucia. The waiter arrives. We ask about fresh lamb! The chef appears from the kitchen
with a whole side of lamb over his shoulder! “Ok?” Wow! We order a big feast of lamb chops!
NAXOS TO SYROS
Day 20. We are woken by the dulcet tones of the monks singing the morning prayers. This lovely
sound continued as we sailed off to Syros.
In Syros we are able to tie alongside the beautiful town key. With the help of all fenders to starboard
wecan protect Manca from the notorious wash created by the Greek Ferry Captains who enter the
harbor under full power!

SYROS - MANCA ALONGSIDE TOWN DOCK

At Syros I have my first swim of the season! Yes the water is fresh! But the location in central
Cyclades is wonderful. The water is clear and clean. Later I enjoy a delicious free shower and a
ramble around the ancient town.
THE CLEAR BLUE CYCLADES SEA OF SYROS

Syros coast view

We have our own Greek salad on board but because we are tied up beside dozens of cafes we have
the main course delivered to Manca: grilled calamari and yummy French fries done in olive oil of
course!
SYROS TO KITHNOS
Day 21: We decide to leave before anymore trouble with the ferry wash we scuttle off to the tiny
harbor of Loutra on Kithnos. (For me a strong jerk of nostalgia remembering Bob Goertz and The
Quad team sailing in here on May 26 2008 after a rollicking sail in Meltemi winds to 35 knots and 2
meter seas!)
Golden morning light.
Leaving Syros

The natural beauty of Kithnos and the wonderful hot spring bubbling over the sands at the end of the
beach, provided a super stop over. We enjoyed the hot sauna and then a jump into the temperate
sea to cool down! Fresh water and power is now provided. Nobody came to collect a fee. Later in the
evening I have a photo ramble behind the harbor. Spring flowers and herbs scatter the hills. Beautiful
vistas! The café produced a superb meal of skordalia (mashed garlic sauce with potato puree) lamb
souvlaki, Greek salad and mousaka. All washed down with local rose at about 3 euro a “half kilo”.

Loutra vista

Irno bay near Loutra

Loutra – Miran and Manca at
dock

Misty blues of Loutra

Spring dance

KITHNOS TO LAVRION
Day 22: It is still predicted to blow from the North. We leave Kithnos behind hoping for a good sail to
Lavrion. This will be our first touchdown on the Greek mainland. The wind fills down the channel
after the wind shadow of Kea. We are now rollicking along at 7.4 with a very small reefed jib. We
easily make the end of Makronisos sail by the Temple of Artemis. The 30 miles are done by 1330. We
have a free night back to the wind with a lazy line in the old harbor.

May 1, 2013 LAVRION TO AIGINA
Day 23: (Now I am finally caught up the back log) we are sailing along on an easy beam reach to
Hydra. The wind was predicted to blow from the North but after passing Artemis again the wind
moved to the west so we decided to head SW to Idra instead of motor 20nm into the West wind to
Aigina.

Sounion - Temple of Artemis

Sailing downwind from Lavrion to Hydra

Fish boat Yeoyis – island
behind

The barometer is steady at 1005. Temperature inside is 24c, SOG 6+ wind about 12 from NW, sea
slight chop but we are sailing along the waves. Distance to Hydra dock 15.8NM. Sunny skies! Not a
single cloud to be seen! TTYL I am going on deck to enjoy the sounds of the sea and get the wind in
my hair!
To be continued!
May 1 2013 at about 1300

HYDRA
Well things can change rapidly! Last time I wrote we were sailing along having a lovely time. Arrived
outside Hydra – busy little harbor- cautiously we waited for ferries water taxis, private stink potters
almost as big as the small disorganized “refugee”. Finally the traffic cleared. I backed in very slowly.
We find just one or two spaces left. I give the order for Miran to lower the anchor.
The chaos begins. We are just about nicely secured when someone on the dock points out a small
sign. Can’t dock here! Miran begins to raise the anchor. Anchor is wrapped around a mooring line.
“Can’t clear it” he calls from the bow. Next there is another line under MANCA. Now we have two
fouled lines. I can’t use the motor. Miran has the fouled line almost clear but if he releases it we will
be blown back onto the docked boats. We are blown back anyway. Our beam is onto three
sometimes four other bows. Now What? Fear anger panic; chaos. The locals seem amused and
smirking! Police come to tell us to leave! “We would if we could” I yell back!
The on lookers are most unhelpful chorus of Greeks yelling various useless suggestions. Propeller is
now fouled. Cat dives down, is able to clear the propeller. Then to the bow she dives into 6 metres of
ancient sludge. The motor won’t start- jammed in forward. Gear is stuck. Cat dives again release a
second line fouling the propeller. A puff of wind blows us away from the other boats. We can inch
forward and release the fouled line around the anchor.

Hydra – the most fouled harbor in
the Med. Don't go there!

There is one spot left across the other side. Miran lowers the anchor. we are almost to the dock.
Miran yells: “anchor is stuck”. We have once again hooked onto the maze of marine junk and chains
in the horrible harbor. Cat dives again and after directions from below Miran is able to direct me to
clear the anchor once more. After more than two hours of the worst anchoring I have ever
experienced we speed out of there and head for Agina 26 miles NW.
NEVER EVER ATTEMPT TO ANCHOR IN THIS CHAOTIC HORRIBLE HARBOR! NIGHTMARE!

AIGINA
Arriving late in Agina we find a nice wide, well organized harbor. There are only two spots to be seen.
We select the closest. Miran does a perfect job paying out the anchor. As we approach a kind, helpful
Brit advises us to stand off as the bottom is rocky and shallow. We get lines on to the dock but it is
still too shallow. We stand off another two meters but now we can’t get off Manca. We debate
moving across the other side. One space left. I am exhausted. Miran has a stomach bug. I decide to
stay. We launch the dinghy to float between us and the dock our bridge to some mediocre food.
Next morning about 0600 the first ferry arrives from Piraeus. A small wash then a loud “BANG”! This
is the unmistakable, terrifying sound of Manca hitting bottom. We fly into action and within a couple
of minutes stern lines released anchor amazing comes out without fouling.
We find a great spot opposite near the beautiful little town in DEEP water. The anchor is very secure.
With have a beautiful view.

AIGINA - finally snugged down in a
well organized harbor

The island of Aigina is so nice we decide to hang out for a few days. Plus I am smitten with the same
stuffed calamari bug from Lavrion that first attacked Miran. I am not able to move for two days.
Swimming is now very good just a 5 minute walk to clear clean waters. This is also the island for
growing pistachios. You can get a kilo for 8 euros.

Aigina – view from Manca

Octopus dry in the sun

Fishers' small chapel

Traditional boat buliding and repair

Aegina – view from our dock

May 2-6 we laze about Aigina. The crew visits the beautiful Temple of Aphia. This is one of the best
preserved Doric temples in Greece. The site has been a place of worship since 13 century BC.
It is Easter - in Greek Orthodox Aigina the festivities continue for a very long weekend starting with
May 1st the holiday ends on May 8. The café across the road on Sunday 5 the cafe was entertaining
the locals until 5 am. Not much sleep for the crew! The next day the cafes have roast lamb on spit by
the sea! The crew enjoys the feast. 15 euro a kilo! The plates are piled high with roast lamb: arni!

A great location for a swim

ZEA MARINA PIRAEUS
May 6 Day 28: From Aigina we sail off to Zea Marina; over the hill from Piraeus. After now wind it
finally fills in as predicted by Windfinder from the North. We enjoy a fantastic sail with a few tacks up
to the entrance of Piraeus.
Zea Marina on Google Map. Pin is
showing Manca' s docking position

By 1300 with a great reception and expert assistance from the Zea Marina staff we are all secure in
the beautiful Marina. We have finished LEG 2 Marmaris to St Lucia. From the Marina it is 4632 NM to
St Lucia. We have sailed 460.5 from Marmaris.
END OF LEG 2!

